Carole R.

Where am I going?

2,242 Posts

**Posted - 07/04/2009 : 13:05:22**

Okay..The fly on the front door seems to have hit the buffers.

So... For the Nosey Parkers amongst us..

I'm asking on which significant occasions concerning Dusty would you have like to have been a Fly On The Wall?..

I know I don't really need to ask that your comments remain respectful, but I guess I should mention it anyway.

Carole R xx

"Let everyone debate the true reality, I'd rather see the World the way it used to be"

Corinna

Forum Admin

Sweden

6,680 Posts

**Posted - 07/04/2009 : 13:16:03**

LOL I've just given the fly on the door a try!

I would have loved to be a fly on the wall when Dusty listened to demos in order to decide which ones to record. Especially the session where Jerry Wexler played her demos for DIM. Wonder which tracks 'I, the fly' would have picked, that Dusty rejected?

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

mssdusty

I've got a good thing

USA

5,821 Posts

**Posted - 07/04/2009 : 14:00:20**

AT THE CENTURY PLAZA WHERE ME.MY MOM AND FRANCES SAW DUSTY,THAT FLY ON THE WALL SAW DUSTY GETTING READY AND WONDERING HOW WE WOULD LIKE HER PERFORMANCE. WELL AS SHE FOUND OUT WE LOVED YOU DUSTY. AND WE WERE ONLY A FEW FEET FROM YOU TOO.

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Edited by - mssdusty on 07/04/2009 14:02:06

Carole R.

Where am I going?

**Posted - 07/04/2009 : 15:50:53**

quote:

Originally posted by Corinna

...
I would have loved to be a fly on the wall when Dusty listened to demos in order to decide which ones to record. Especially the session where Jerry Wexler played her demos for DIM. Wonder which tracks 'I, the fly' would have picked, that Dusty rejected?

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."
I think I'd like to be in Dusty's room...perched on the corner of her gramophone while she is sprawled out amongst her record albums, listening to the records she is playing and maybe singing along with...would love to hear her sing with no one around...no instruments...just Dusty 😊

paula x

Oh wow...Paula.....THAT'S the fly I'd like to be.

"I've got to be where my spirit can run free..."

I'd be the fly on the wall when Dusty, Cilla Sandie and Lulu got together over a beverage or two in 1968 as times were getting bad for women singers:

Dusty: Well, I'm going to Memphis. I have a contract with Atlantic.

Lulu: WoW! I wish I could do that. (Thinks: She's so Great!)

Sandie: Yes, so do I but my manager wouldn't let me.

Cilla: Well, I've got a TV contract for the next 25 years.

Lulu: Oh Wow I wish I could do that.

Dusty: Lulu, why don't you follow me to Memphis. You know you want to sing soul and then maybe you should check out that new boy David Bowie. Sandie you should do what you want to do - you're the one that's making the money, it's time to call some shots. And we all know you want that's great. And maybe you can guest star us if it doesn't work out for us?

Cilla: That's a deal. You Go, Girls. And sing some soul for me while you're in Memphis and Sandie you're gonna nail it!

All: Let's do it! Onwards and upwards! Open another bottle of vodka! Cheers!

I would also like to be fly in one of Dusty's hot nights out. But I'd turn into me and join Neil and Dusty. We would drink ourselves silly and have such a great time. We would fall into a taxi and on the way home I would say something outrageously embarrassing (not rude just affectionate) to Dusty and then conk out! Luckily Neil and Dusty would conk out too and forget what I'd said. When we got back to Dusty's place we would send the taxi back out to buy us some bacon and eggs. We would have a greasy feast (I think Neil would have to cook), get more vodka out and then play Dusty's records loud and dance and sing until the neighbours sent the police around to shut us up. What a great night! Then I'd turn back into a fly and next be heard quietly buzzing in Memphis.
Oh oh! Can I be the taxi driver, please?

Cor xx

"I don't know what it is that makes me love you so..."

---

That's what I was gonna say. Oh, that's our girl....

Alice xxxxx

---

Oh Carole, that would have been ace!! and 'richly' deserved LOL, I would loved to have been a fly on the wall at any of her food throwing parties, especially the one where she was clearing up afterwards and threw a chocolate cake at a window she thought was open, but it wasn't. The story i read doesn't make it clear whether or not it was a gooey cake that splattered everywhere, or one of those cakes that used to go stale after about twenty minutes out of the packet....and would probably smashed the window....

quote:

Originally posted by daydreamer

I always wanted to see her knock Buddy Rich's wig off

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."